Intersubunit communications in Escherichia coli cyclic AMP receptor protein: studies of the ligand binding domain.
Escherichia coli cAMP receptor protein (CRP) is a homodimer in which each subunit is composed of two domains. The C-terminal domain is responsible for DNA recognition, whereas the larger N-terminal domain is involved in cAMP binding. Biochemical and genetic evidence suggests that both intersubunit and interdomain interactions play important roles in the regulatory mechanism of this protein. Essentially all intersubunit contacts occur via a long C-helix which is a part of the N-terminal domain. In this work, intersubunit interactions in CRP were studied with the use of two proteolytic fragments of the protein. Subtilisin digestion produces a fragment (S-CRP) which includes residues 1-117 and in which about 85% of the C-helix is removed, whereas chymotrypsin digestion produces a fragment (CH-CRP) consisting of residues 1-136, in which the whole C-helix is preserved. Both fragments were purified and subjected to functional tests which included cAMP binding, subunit assembly, and hydrodynamic properties in the presence and absence of cAMP. S-CRP binds cAMP with a similar affinity to that of native CRP but with reduced cooperativity. CH-CRP exhibits about 1 order of magnitude tighter binding of cAMP than S-CRP or CRP and the highest degree of negative cooperativity. Both fragments are dimeric with dimerization constants around 10(8) M-1. Ligand binding promotes dimerization and induces a small contraction of both S-CRP and CH-CRP. There is no apparent correlation between dimer stability and cooperativity of ligand binding.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)